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Rebecca Balcárcel
Rebecca Balcárcel is the author of The Other Half of Happy, a 2020 Pura
Belpré Honor Winner, ALSC Notable Children's Book, Junior Library Guild
Selection, and winner of the 2020 Jean Flynn Award for Best Middle Grade
Book. Rebecca was born in Iowa to a Guatemalan father and a Peace Corp
mom. At Bennington Writing Seminars, she trained as a poet, earning their
Jane Kenyon Poetry Scholarship and her MFA. Pecan Grove Press of St.
Mary's University published Palabras in Each Fist, her book of poems, and her
poetry and essays have appeared in over forty literary magazines
including Adirondack Review, North American Review, and Third Coast. She
is YouTube's SixMinuteScholar, mother to twins on the Autism Spectrum, and
Associate Professor of English to the students of Tarrant County College.

SHINE ON, LUZ VÉLIZ
Children's, Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Chronicle Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/1/2022 (publication)
“Each girl’s motivation and emotional journey is fully credible, and the
emerging backstory of Solana’s flight from Guatemala is wrenching.
Balcárcel releases a confetti storm of feel-good subplot resolutions, but
they do not detract from the core dynamic of a good family becoming even
better as it widens its embrace. An author’s note on the inspiration for
Solana’s story is included.”-- The Bulletin (Recommended)
“Full of family drama and efforts to find oneself, this tale brims with hope
as Luz learns to open her heart, connect with her heritage, accept change,
and ponder what the future might hold. A lovely and touching coming-ofage story.” — Booklist
“I wanted to hug this book when I finished. If you have ever believed in the
power of second chances, Luz Véliz will light up your heart.” —Christina
Soontornvat, Newbery Honor–winning author of A Wish in the
Dark
“I love Luz! This is a warm, touching, and honest book that young readers
are going to absolutely love.” —Jasmine Warga, New York Times
bestselling author of Newbery Honoree Other Words for Home
“An uplifting and powerful story about family and self-discovery.” —Stacy
McAnulty, author of The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl
“Watching Luz Véliz reinvent herself in this lyrical page-turner—from
soccer star to computer coder, from only child to hermana—is an absolute
treat. Luz not only learns to shine, but to cast her brilliant light far and
wide. She left a warm glow in my heart long after I finished reading.” —
Marcy Campbell, acclaimed author of Rule of Threes
“A charming, engaging read with a techy twist.” —Aimee Lucido,
celebrated author of Emmy in the Key of Code
“Luz shines a light on life’s many possibilities in this story about
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reinvention, robotics, and finding new passions. I loved every single page
of this book!” —Raúl the Third, Pura Belpré Award–winning
illustrator of the ¡Vamos! and Lowriders series
A beautiful coming-of-age story for fans of Front Desk and Merci Suárez
Changes Gears, this book celebrates identity, language, heritage, family,
and the determination to follow one's own inner light.
Have you ever been the best at something...only to lose it all? Luz Véliz is a
soccer star—or rather, she was a soccer star. With her serious knee injury,
it’s unlikely she’ll be back on the field anytime soon. But without soccer,
who is she? Even her dad treats her differently now—like he doesn’t know
her or worse, like he doesn’t even like her. When Luz discovers she has a
knack for coding, it feels like a lifeline to a better self. If she can just ace
the May Showcase, she’ll not only skip a level in her coding courses and
impress Ms. Freeman and intriguing, brilliant Trevor—she’ll have her
parents cheering her on from the sidelines, just the way she likes it. But
something—someone—is about to enter the Vélizes’ life. And when Solana
arrives, nothing will be the same, ever again.
Unforgettable characters, family drama, and dauntless determination
illuminate Luz’s journey as she summons her inner strength and learns to
accept others and embrace the enduring connection of family. Through it
all, Luz’s light is a constant—a guide for others, a path forward through the
dark, and an ineffable celebration of her own eternal self.

Charles Beaumont
Charles Beaumont (1929-1967) was a prolific American author of speculative
fiction, including horror and science fiction, and the writer of many
classic Twilight Zone episodes (many adapted from his own short stories). His
short story collections include The Hunger and Other Stories, A Touch of the
Creature, and recently a collection from Penguin Classics, Perchance to
Dream: Selected Stories. Beaumont also penned feature film screenplays,
among them 7 Faces of Dr. Lao, The Intruder (based on his own novel) and
The Masque of the Red Death. As best-selling novelist Dean R. Koontz has
said, "[Charles Beaumont was] one of the seminal influences on writers of the
fantastic and macabre."

THE CARNIVAL AND OTHER STORIES
Fiction, Collection of Stories/Novels, Sci-Fi, Speculative fiction
Available rights: Softcover, Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign translation
Subterranean Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 8/1/2022 (publication)
Charles Beaumont’s untimely death in 1967 at age 38 cut short the life of a
brilliant master of modern weird fiction. introduced to many as a prolific
contributor to the classic Twilight Zone series. Beaumont's work stands firmly
alongside storytelling greats such as Ray Bradbury, Richard Matheson and
Shirley Jackson. His remarkable talent and versality is on full display in The
Carnival and Other Stories, a new collection including twenty-five long out of
print gems, as well as the exciting first publication of his unproduced original
film treatment, Beasts of the Glacier - a taught thriller in which a cancer
researcher travels to a remote location to visit the home of a “mad professor”
who might help him in his work but discovers the professor has become a
monster as a result of testing he’s done on himself.
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Kevin Belton
Kevin Belton is an American chef, television presenter, author and educator.
Belton specializes in the cuisine of New Orleans. He is the chef-host for Kevin
Belton's New Orleans Celebrations and Kevin Belton’s New Orleans Kitchen
on PBS and serves as the resident morning chef for WWL-TV. In 2014, he was
recognized as one of the top twenty Louisiana chefs by the American Culinary
Federation.

KEVIN BELTON'S COOKIN' LOUISIANA
Cooking, Food, and Wine
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Foreign translation
Gibbs Smith Publishers (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 8/31/2021 (publication)
“Cajun cooking gets a worthy celebration in the inviting latest from Belton
…. Readers who aren’t acquainted with Louisiana’s rich and varied cuisine
will enjoy the straightforward instructions and a glossary to
‘understanding Louisiana,’ …. This is an excellent introduction to
recreating dishes from Cajun Country.” ― Publishers Weekly
Cook your way across Louisiana with beloved chef Kevin Belton’s newest
cookbook! Kevin Belton’s fourth cookbook and television series focuses on
the amazing food found throughout Louisiana. The star of New Orleans
Cooking with Kevin Belton heads to multiple parishes found across
Louisiana to explore dishes and unique flavor profiles associated with each
area of the state. Kevin Belton’s Cookin’ Louisiana has 78 recipes (3 from
each episode of the coordinating TV series) along with a generous helping
of Kevin’s captivating stories and humor. Recipes include Smoked Meat
Loaf with Sweet Glaze, Louisiana Fish on the Half Shell, Cane Syrup Cake,
Pumpkin Soup, Fried Alligator Bites, and Shrimp Scampi Risotto.
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Gretchen Berg
Gretchen Berg was born on the East Coast, raised in the Midwest, and spent a
number of years in the Pacific Northwest. She has taught English in South
Korea and in Northern Iraq and has traveled to all the other continents.
Always curious about history and families, she ventured into the field of
genealogy in 2010, and has compiled narratives and research for clients, and
has a personal family tree of over 16,000 people (so far). A graduate of Iowa
State University, she lives in Chicago, Illinois. The Operator is her first novel.

THE OPERATOR
Fiction
Available rights: Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication,
Foreign translation
HarperCollins Publishers (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/10/2020
(publication)
Headline Publishing Group Ltd. (UK PUBLISHER), 3/19/2020
(publication)
Wydawnictwo Insignis (POLISH PUBLISHER), 6/17/2020 (publication)
Tchelet Books (ISRAELI PUBLISHER), 3/2/2020 (publication)
Duomo Ediciones (SPANISH PUBLISHER), 10/1/2020 (publication)
Maxim Konyvkiado Kft. (HUNGARIAN PUBLISHER), 4/1/2022
(publication)
Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH (GERMAN PUBLISHER), 5/1/2020
(publication)
Rizzoli Editore (ITALIAN PUBLISHER), 2/9/2021 (publication)
“What if you could listen in on any phone conversation in town? With
great humor and insight, The Operator by Gretchen Berg delivers a vivid
look inside the heads and hearts of a group of housewives and pokes at the
absurdities of 1950s America, a simpler time that was far from simple.
Think ‘The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’ in the suburbs – with delicious turns of
jealousy, infidelity, bigotry, and embezzlement thrown in for good
measure. The Operator is irresistible!” ―Kathryn Stockett, New York
Times bestselling author of The Help
“I finished reading The Operator in an unstoppable rush and it was every
bit as glorious, gossipy, delicious, and perfect as I’d hoped. Absolutely
heaven!” Jill Mansell, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of Maybe This Time
"Funny, sweet, secretive, and full of fascinating 1930s, '40s, and '50s
period details...a poignant look at life in a small town with its nosy
neighbors, thorny families, imperfect romances, scandalous pasts, and
gratifyingly just desserts. Nothing is as simple - nor as dreadful - as it
seems." - Laurie Frankel, New York Times bestselling author
“Berg’s debut novel captures the plucky spirit of a 1950’s telephone
operator, the charm of a Midwest small town, and the secrets that threaten
to change both of them forever.” -Booklist
“Berg's storytelling is warm, sympathetic and witty…There are more than
enough quotable lines to fill a couple of reviews.” – Kirkus
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"...a funny, poignant adventure that weaves class, feminism, and more into
a laugh-out-loud tale." - BookBub
A clever, surprising, and ultimately moving debut novel set in a small
Midwestern town in the early 1950's, about a nosy switchboard operator
and the unraveling that an overheard telephone call sets into motion.
Nobody knows the people of Wooster, Ohio better than switchboard
operator Vivian Dalton, and she'd be the first to tell you that. She calls it
intuition; her teenage daughter calls it eavesdropping. The women who
work at Bell on East Liberty Street in Wooster, Ohio connect lines and
lives. They aren't supposed to listen in, but they do, and they all love to
gossip and pass judgment - especially Vivian. Then one cold December
night as she sits restlessly at her switchboard, silently disapproving of her
co-worker’s choice of black eyebrow pencil over brown, Vivian listens in on
a call between that snob Betty Miller and someone whose voice she can't
quite place. And what Vivian hears yanks the rug of her life right out from
under her, sending her on a mission to find out if the rumor is true. And
the thing about small towns is, one secret tends to lead to another...

Jenn Bishop
Jenn Bishop is the author of The Distance to Home, 14 Hollow Road, Things
You Can’t Say and Where We Used to Roam. Her books have been selected
for Junior Library Guild, Bank Street College Best Children’s Book of the Year,
Amazon Editor’s Pick, Parents’ Choice Awards. Jenn grew up in
Massachusetts, graduated from the University of Chicago, and now lives in
Cincinnati, Ohio, where she and her husband have season tickets for the
University of Cincinnati men’s basketball team. Go Bearcats! She has still not
tried Skyline Chili.

THE IDES OF MARCH
Children's, Middle Grade
Available rights: eBook, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, UK, Foreign translation
Chronicle Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/1/2023 (publication)
Cincinnati, Ohio lives and dies by college basketball, with two elite
Division I teams separated by a mere three miles. Aurora “Rory” March’s
dad Nick just secured a new coaching gig at University of Cincinnati, so it
means yet another school and move for Rory, this time to her dad’s
hometown. She loves basketball as much as her dad, but what Rory wants
more than anything is a best friend off the court. Abigail “Abby” Allenbach
has always lived in Cincinnati, where her dad Jason grew up playing ball
and now coaches at Xavier University. Abby has recently retreated from
playing basketball after a frustrating season and finds herself on the
outside looking in when it comes to her former teammates.
The coach’s daughters connect over their shared love of the game, but
when Abby’s dad forbids their friendship because of something that
happened between him and Nick when they were children, Abby and Rory
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have no choice but to move their budding friendship underground. The
two conspire to get to the bottom of what went down between their dads,
and the girls’ search for answers leads to surprising findings—along the
way, loyalties are tested and secrets kept. Could the very same betrayal
that came between their dads be repeated between their daughters?
Told in alternating POV from Rory and Abby, with interstitial chapters set
in the 1990s depicting the seeds of Nick and Jason’s fallout, The Ides of
March is an intergenerational story in the spirit of This Is Us. It asks the
question: is winning worth the cost of friendship?

WHERE WE USED TO ROAM
Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/23/2021 (publication)
Tantor Media, Inc. (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
Junior Library Guild Selection
"A sensitively told and heartfelt story of Emma's experience with her
brother's opioid addiction. Where We Used to Roam will help open up
many difficult, but important conversations." —Jasmine Warga,
Newbery Honor Winner and author of Other Words for Home
"Where We Used to Roam is a sensitive and thought-provoking story
about one girl’s efforts to navigate changing friendships, a brother’s
addiction, and the ripple effect it has on the whole family. An important
platform for difficult discussions that will leave a lasting imprint on your
heart."—Elly Swartz, author of Finding Perfect
"Bishop combines a coming-of-age story with an issue story, creating a
novel that teaches lessons without being preachy and honestly depicts the
confusion, fear, and anger that arise when a sibling struggles with
substance abuse."—Kirkus
"The two distinct halves of Bishop’s novel are securely harnessed, and the
abrupt segue underscores the tailspin into which Em’s life has been
thrown. The O’Malleys stay strong, though, and even though the book
wisely eschews an unequivocal happy ending, there’s definitely light on
their horizon."—BCCB
"In this transparent examination of how addiction can affect families,
Bishop (Things You Can’t Say) effectively showcases Emma’s realistic
struggle to forgive her friends, her family, and herself; her turbulent
emotions make her a relatable, authentic character."--Publisher's
Weekly
In this powerful middle grade novel, a young girl navigates the social
growing pains of middle school and struggles to find her place while her
older brother fights to overcome opioid addiction—perfect for fans of The
Seventh Wish and The Thing About Jellyfish.
When Emma starts sixth grade, things finally begin to change. She may
still be in the shadow of her older brother, Austin, the popular high school
quarterback, but she’s made artsy new friends who get her way more than
her bookish best friend, Becca.
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But things are changing for Austin, too. After undergoing surgery for a
football injury, Austin has become addicted to opioid painkillers. By the
end of the school year, everything blows up with Austin—and Becca.
When their parents decide to send Austin to rehab and Emma to stay with
family friends in Wyoming for the summer, Emma seizes the chance to get
away.
Wyoming turns out to be a perfect fresh start, especially after Emma
makes friends with Tyler, a kindred spirit who doesn’t judge her—then
again, he doesn’t know what she did to Becca. Still, Emma can’t hide
forever…or go back to the way things were with Austin or with Becca. But
can she find a way to confront the truth and move forward?

THINGS YOU CAN'T SAY
Children's, Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/24/2020 (publication)
Tantor Media, Inc. (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
Junior Library Guild Selection || Parents' Choice Award 2020
Gold Winner || Bank Street Best Children's Books List
"Drew's emerging anger with his father is both poignant and tragically
appropriate. Drew's present-tense narration is candid and vulnerable,
offering readers both mirrors for and windows to this particular, very
difficult experience....A thoughtful examination of the slow, uneven
recovery that follows a devastating loss."--Kirkus
"In her third middle-grade novel, Bishop realistically depicts Drew's anger
and hurt over his father's death. A sensitive exploration of suicide,
forgiveness, and the difficulty of navigating friendships."--Booklist
"While many kids won’t feel quite as isolated or as stuck as Drew, whose
father tragically committed suicide three years ago, the inability to talk
about deep emotional grief is a topic that will resonate and is deftly
handled here."--School Library Connection (Recommended)
"As Things You Can't Say shows the gaping fissures that loss and grief can
cause in a kiddo's life, so too does it show how those same fissures may
begin to heal and close. That we are rooting so hard for their closing in
Drew's life is a measure of how wonderfully real and honest this story is,
and of how deep is our need for just the right words."—Gary Schmidt,
Newbery Honor-winning author of Wednesday Wars and Okay
for Now
"This touching, authentic novel will open readers’ eyes and hearts about
mental health issues in loving, “normal” families. Jenn Bishop explores a
challenging subject with sensitivity and grace." --Barbara Dee, author
of Star-Crossed and Halfway Normal
"With grit and authenticity, Bishop takes us inside the head and heart of a
young boy. Be prepared to laugh, cry, cheer, and turn the last page with a
satisfying sigh." -- Barbara O'Conner, author of Wish
"An emotional tale of a boy who finds it takes equal measures of courage
to move forward and to look back." -- Paul Mosier, author of Train I
Ride
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Nothing is going right this summer for Drew. And after losing his dad
unexpectedly three years ago, Drew knows a lot about things not going
right. First it’s the new girl Audrey taking over everything at the library,
Drew’s sacred space. Then it’s his best friend Filipe pulling away from him.
But the most upsetting has to be the mysterious man who is suddenly
staying with Drew’s family. An old friend of Mom’s? Drew isn’t buying
that.
With an unlikely ally in Audrey, he’s determined to get to the bottom of
who this man really is. The thing is, there are some fears—like what if the
person you thought was your dad actually wasn’t—that you can’t speak out
loud, not to anyone. At least that’s what Drew thinks.
Things You Can't Say is an emotionally charged story that explores the
long-term repercussions of a parent’s suicide, the deceptive nature of first
impressions, and the power of forgiveness.

Regina Bradley
Dr. Regina N. Bradley is an alumna Nasir Jones HipHop Fellow (Hutchins
Center, Harvard University, Spring 2016), Associate Professor of English and
African Diaspora Studies at Kennesaw State University, and co-host of the
critically acclaimed southern hip hop podcast Bottom of the Map with music
journalist Christina Lee. Bradley is the author of Boondock Kollage: Stories
from the Hip Hop South (Peter Lang, 2017), Chronicling Stankonia: The Rise
of the Hip-Hop South (UNC Press, 2020), and editor of The Outkast Reader
(University of Georgia Press, 2020).

SITTING ON ZORA'S PORCH: NOTES FROM A BLACK GIRL IN
THE HIP HOP SOUTH
Nonfiction, Collection of Essays
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
University of North Carolina Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), Summer/
Fall 2023 publication
Building off the theoretical framework of the Hip Hop South that she
established in Chronicling Stankonia, in Sitting on Zora's Porch Bradley
dives deeper into the complexities of race, regionalism, gender, and
identity in the contemporary Black South. With the writings of Zora Neale
Hurston as inspiration, Bradley mixes cultural analysis, history, and
memoir to engage topics of Black womanhood, place and memory, and the
South as a space haunted by specters of racial terror.
Using her own story, family history, and a range of various cultural
influences—from Beyonce’s Lemonade to contemporary Black Southern
novels to Donald Glover’s Atlanta and the theory of the Ethnogothic—
Bradley grapples with questions like: How does hip hop influence and
clash with Black girls’ understanding with sex and womanhood in the
South? Why is Horror and Gothicism useful for understanding
contemporary Black southerners’ trauma and pain? How do young Black
southerners navigate Dr. King’s metaphorical mountaintop, especially
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when it is de-romanticized? In this way, the book acts as call to sit on the
metaphorical porch for a spell as Bradley theorizes the Black South as a
gray space, where past and present cultural touchstones collide and
inform how contemporary southern blackness is constructed and
consumed.

Amy Belding Brown
Amy Belding Brown is the author of three historical novels, the USA
Today bestselling FLIGHT OF THE SPARROW, MR. EMERSON’S WIFE, and
EMILY'S HOUSE. A New England history enthusiast, Amy was infused at
an early age with the region’s outlook and values. A graduate of Bates College
in Lewiston, Maine, she received her MFA from Vermont College and now
lives in rural Vermont with her husband, a UCC minister and spiritual
director.

EMILY'S HOUSE
Fiction, Historical
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Berkley (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 8/3/2021 (publication)
One of Christian Science Monitor’s “Best Reads of 2021”
"A bold and terrifically appealing novel…rife with honesty, humor, and
sharp observations about class, immigration, and relationships" Christian Science Monitor
“The voice, the setting, the details of the house all feel authentic, which
means a reader can just sink into the story, observing the eccentric
Dickinson family through the eyes of an outsider right there in the
kitchen.”– Minneapolis Star-Tribune
“The basic premise behind this book is that you follow Margaret Maher
during her time as Emily Dickinson’s maid… particularly rich and moving,
and not just because we got a peek inside the famous poet’s mysterious
life. Instead, it was her maid who stole my heart.” -- Hypable
“Brown’s sensitive, intuitive, immersing prose is supremely apt for this
gentle, compelling story. Dickinson fans will especially savor this novel.” Booklist
"At once an outsider and a woman intimately immersed in the Dickinson
household, Margaret paints a shrewd picture of the family’s personalities,
customs, and complexities. Brown once again shows a gift for shedding
light on historical women."– PW
“Fans of Marie Benedict and Kate Quinn will delight in this moving story
that sheds light on the life of one of literature’s most influential, yet
mysterious poets.” - Library Journal
“The immigrant experience is lovingly rendered against the backdrop of
family drama, the historical details are immersive, and Dickinson fans
will love this novel!”–Stephanie Dray, NYT bestselling author of
The Women of Chateau Lafayette
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"Amy Belding Brown brings us a warm, intimate, and rich portrayal of
Irish immigrant Margaret Maher, maid and confidante to Emily
Dickinson. Margaret's story gives us a fascinating glimpse into another
time while placing us directly inside the Dickinson household. I was
captivated by this story and I know you will be too." – Kathleen
Grissom, NYT bestselling author of The Kitchen House
An evocative new novel about Emily Dickinson's longtime maid, Margaret
Maher, whose bond with the poet ensured Dickinson's work would live
on, from the USA Today bestselling author of Flight of the Sparrow, Amy
Belding Brown.
Massachusetts, 1869. Margaret Maher has never been one to settle down.
At twenty-seven, she's never met a man who has tempted her enough to
relinquish her independence to a matrimonial fate, and she hasn't stayed
in one place for long since her family fled the potato famine a decade ago.
When Maggie accepts a temporary position at the illustrious Dickinson
family home in Amherst, it's only to save money for her upcoming trip to
join her brothers in California. Maggie never imagines she will form a lifealtering friendship with the eccentric, brilliant Miss Emily or that she'll
stay at the Homestead for the next thirty years.
In this richly drawn novel, Amy Belding Brown explores what it is to be an
outsider looking in, and she sheds light on one of Dickinson's closest
confidantes—perhaps the person who knew the mysterious poet best—
whose quiet act changed history and continues to influence literature to
this very day.

Jill Busby
Jill Louise Busby is a writer, filmmaker, and cultural commentator who has
a loyal following of over 70,000 people on Instagram. Her web series,
Moms as Managers, has over 250,000 views and features Jill and her
easily-mistaken-as-twin mother, Alma, as they deliberate, deride, and
devise (but never quite agree on) a menagerie of millennial anguishes—
including, but not exclusive to ambition, belonging, race, and identity.

UNFOLLOW ME: ESSAYS ON COMPLICITY
Nonfiction, Collection of Essays, Memoir/Autobiography
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, UK,
Foreign translation
Bloomsbury Publishing Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 9/7/2021
(publication)
Audible.com (AUDIO PUBLISHER), 10/26/2021 (publication)
“Outstanding . . . Busby gracefully unpacks how her identity as a queer Black
woman has impacted her life and career . . . She considers and reconsiders
the emotional toll of fame, however fleeting, and the ongoing challenge of
separating herself from her online persona. Busby's compelling writing
elevates conversations on gender, race, and sexuality, drawing in readers
from the very first page and setting this memoir-in-essays apart.”
―Library Journal, starred review
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“A stirring take on a young woman's search for identity and the fight for
racial equity.” ―Publishers Weekly
"Unfollow Me reminds me of just how much courage I lack. Busby is
asking us to sort and see our many selves in a more honest light. And for
that, I am grateful." —Jason Reynolds, #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author
"Jill lets us know out the gate that she ain't come to play. This book is real,
raw, and unrelenting. Dark, satirical, full of brilliance and badassness." —
Killer Mike
Jill Louise Busby spent almost ten years in the nonprofit sector,
specializing in diversity and inclusion. She spoke at academic institutions,
businesses, and detention centers on the topics of race, power, and
privilege and delivered over two hundred workshops and trainings to
nonprofit organizations across the Bay Area.
One summer, fed up with the faux liberal innocence of the Pacific
Northwest, Busby made a short video about race, white institutions, and
the danger of intentional gradualism and posted it on Instagram. The
video went viral, receiving millions of views across platforms. Over the
next few years, as her pithy persona Jillisblack became an “it voice” for all
things race-based, Jill began to notice parallels between the performances
of “diversity” for the white corporate world and “wokeness” for her
followers. Both, she realized, were scripted.
Unfollow Me is a memoir-in-essays about these scripts; about tokenism,
microfame, and inhabiting spaces—real and virtual, black and white—
where complicity is the price of admittance. Busby’s social commentary is
wryly funny and achingly open-hearted as she recounts her shape-shifting
moves among the subtle rules and hierarchies of “progressive”
communities. Unfollow Me is a deeply personal, razor-sharp critique of
white fragility (and other words for racism), respectability politics (and
other words for shame), and all the places where fear masquerades as
progress.
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Kathryn Caprino
Kathy Caprino is a career coach and author. Her popular Career Bliss blog
on Forbes.com has over 30 million views to date. She’s a LinkedIn Influencer
with 900,000 followers, and a VIP voice on Thrive Global. As a top media
source on women’s career and entrepreneurial issues and trends, and a sought
after speaker, Kathy has appeared in over 200 leading newspapers and
publications including the Wall Street Journal, Oprah Magazine, L.A. Times,
Chicago Tribune, The Washington Times, SELF, Glamour, MORE, and on
national radio and television. In 2018, she launched the Finding Brave
podcast.

THE MOST POWERFUL YOU: 7 BRAVERY-BOOSTING PATHS TO
CAREER BLISS
Nonfiction, Business/Investing/Finance
Available rights: Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign
translation
HarperCollins Leadership (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 7/28/2020 (publication)
Athra (ARABIC PUBLISHER)
China Science and Technology Press Co., Ltd (CHINESE PUBLISHER),
11/1/2022 (publication)
Bolinda Publishing (AUSTRALIAN AUDIO PUBLISHER), 2/5/2021
(publication)
Murdoch Books (AUSTRALIAN PUBLISHER), 8/4/2020 (publication)
Virtualo (POLISH PUBLISHER)
Kathy Caprino guides women to take the reins in their careers by identifying
and overcoming the 7 most damaging power gaps holding them back and
accessing new levels of internal and external power to propel you forward to the
success you want and deserve.
The business world has been forever changed by the important progress and
contributions that women have made. Yet, with only 38% of manager roles and
22% of C-suite positions being held by women, women continue to struggle to
achieve the reward, respect, and authority they have earned.
In these pages, career, executive, and leadership coach Kathy Caprino helps
women identify the 7 most damaging power gaps that are holding them back
from the success they want and deserve, outlining the key steps you can take
today to access greater positive power, become the
true author of your life, and reach your highest and most rewarding goals.
Kathy has dedicated her work to the advancement of women in business. In her
research, she has found that 98% of professional women are experiencing at
least one of these seven damaging power gaps, and over 75% are facing 3 or
more:
· Power Gap 1: Not recognizing your special talents, abilities, and
accomplishments
· Power Gap 2: Communicating from fear, not strength
· Power Gap 3: Reluctance to ask for what you deserve
· Power Gap 4: Isolating from influential support
· Power Gap 5: Acquiescing instead of saying “Stop!” to mistreatment
· Power Gap 6: Losing sight of your thrilling dream for your life
· Power Gap 7: Allowing past trauma and challenges to define you
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Through riveting real-life success stories of women overcoming these gaps,
and proven strategies and solutions from more than 30 of the nation’s top
experts in fields that are essential to women’s success, the exercises in this
book will equip you with the strength to:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

See yourself more powerfully (Brave Sight)
Speak more confidently (Brave Speak)
Ask for and receive what you deserve (Brave Ask)
Connect to your advantage with influential support (Brave Connection)
Challenge and change negative behavior toward you (Brave Challenge)
Be of service in more meaningful ways (Brave Service)
Heal from past trauma and challenge (Brave Healing)

Most importantly, The Most Powerful You will reconnect you to the
thrilling dreams you once had for your life and empower you to take the
necessary steps to reclaim that dream while making your positive impact
in the world.

Jane K. Cleland
Jane K. Cleland’s multiple award-winning and IMBA bestselling Josie
Prescott Antiques Mystery series (St. Martin’s Minotaur) has been reviewed
as an Antiques Roadshow for mystery fans. Jane chairs the Black Orchid
Novella Award, one of the Wolfe Pack’s literary awards, granted in
partnership with Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine. She is a past chapter
president of the Mystery Writers of America/New York Chapter and served
on the national board as well. Additionally, Jane is the host of the Writer’s
Room, a series of interviews with today’s bestselling crime fiction authors
that appear on cable television and online. She’s on the faculty of Lehman
College, part of the City University of New York (CUNY) system. She also
mentors MFA students in Western Connecticut State University's MFA in
Creative & Professional Writing program and is a frequent guest author at
other university programs.
JANE AUSTEN'S LOST LETTERS
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign translation
St. Martin's Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 12/14/2021 (publication)
On a crisp October Monday afternoon, Josie returns to her business to find an
elegant older woman waiting to see her. Veronica Sedgewick introduces
herself as an old friend of Josie’s father. Veronica seems fidgety, and after
only a few minutes, explains she needs to leave. At the door she extracts a
brown paper-wrapped package, hands it to Josie and walks quickly to her car.
Inside is a padded envelope and two yellowed letters in transparent plastic
sleeves. Both bear the salutation, “My dear Cassandra,” and are signed “Jane.”
Could her father have really accidentally found two previously unknown
letters by one of the world’s most beloved authors—Jane Austen? Josie sets off
to learn what the mysteriously vanished Veronica knows about her father and
to discover whether the Jane Austen letters are real. As she draws close to the
truth, she finds herself in danger, and learns that some people will do
anything to keep a secret—even kill.
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HIDDEN TREASURE
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
St. Martin's Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 12/8/2020 (publication)
When antiques expert Josie Prescott finds a mysterious trunk, no one thought
it could lead to murder. Josie, the owner of Prescott’s Antiques & Auctions, and
her new husband, Ty, have finally found their dream home, a Victorian beauty
on the beach known in the town of Rocky Point as the “Gingerbread House.” It
was recently vacated by Maudie Wilson, a widow, whose concerned nieces have
moved her into a nearby assisted living facility. Josie befriends Maudie, who
seems surprisingly sharp, considering her family’s doubts about her soundness
of mind.
As Josie and Ty joyfully begin renovations on the Gingerbread House, the
nieces report that Maudie, in her forgetfulness, may have left behind an old
trunk, which she’s desperate to get back. Sure enough, Josie finds the trunk
inside a hidden compartment, and within it a jewel-encrusted box holding a
sculpture of a cat. Josie can understand the sense of urgency about getting the
objects back—they look valuable, and not just in the sentimental sense.
But when Josie goes to return the box to Maudie, the woman has vanished. And
on the floor of her empty apartment lies a woman's body, bludgeoned to death.
Sick with worry for Maudie’s safety, Josie begins to piece together the clues to
the murder. Everyone around her seems to want to pitch in, from Maudie’s
family, to the receptionist at the facility, to the young couple helping Josie with
her renovations, but with the killer so close to home, Josie has to be constantly
on her guard.

Robert P. Crease with Peter D. Bond
Robert P. Crease is a professor in the Department of Philosophy at Stony Brook
University, New York, and former chairman of the department. He has written,
translated, or edited over a dozen books on history and philosophy of science.
Crease is Co-Editor-in-Chief of Physics in Perspective, and writes a monthly
column, “Critical Point,” for Physics World magazine, on the philosophy and
history of science. His articles and reviews have appeared in the Atlantic
Monthly, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Newsday and elsewhere.
Peter D. Bond worked at Brookhaven National Laboratory for twenty-five
years in a variety of roles, including Chair of the Physics Department and
Interim Director.

THE LEAK: POLITICS, ACTIVISTS, AND LOSS OF TRUST AT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
Nonfiction, Narrative Nonfiction, Science
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
MIT Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 10/25/2022 (publication)
Written with Peter D. Bond.
How the discovery of a harmless leak of radiation sparked a media firestorm,
political grandstanding, and fearmongering that closed a vital scientific facility.
In 1997, scientists at Brookhaven National Laboratory found a small leak of
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radioactive water near their research reactor. Brookhaven was—and is—a
world-class, Nobel Prize-winning lab, and its reactor was the cornerstone of
US materials science and one of the world’s finest research facilities. The
leak, harmless to health, came from a storage pool rather than the reactor.
But its discovery triggered a media and political firestorm that resulted in
the reactor’s shutdown, and even attempts to close the entire laboratory.
A quarter century later, the episode reveals the dynamics of today’s
controversies in which fears and the dismissal of science disrupt serious
discussion and research of vital issues such as vaccines, climate change, and
toxic chemicals. This story has all the elements of a thriller, with vivid
characters and dramatic twists and turns. Key players include congressmen
and scientists; journalists and university presidents; actors, supermodels,
and anti-nuclear activists, all interacting and teaming up in surprising ways.
The authors, each with insider knowledge of and access to confidential
documents and the key players, reveal how a fact of no health significance
could be portrayed as a Chernobyl-like disaster. This compelling exposé
reveals the gaps between scientists, politicians, media, and the public that
have only gotten more dangerous since 1997.

Stephanie Stein Crease
Music journalist and historian Stephanie Stein Crease is the author of Gil
Evans: Out of the Cool, winner of the prestigious ASCAP/Deems Taylor
Award and nominated for Best Jazz Book by the Jazz Journalists
Association; Music Lessons: Guide Your Child to Play a Musical Instrument,
a Publishers Weekly Best Books of 2006 selection; and Duke Ellington: His
Life in Jazz, a book for children. She is a contributor to the Biographical
Encyclopedia of Jazz (Oxford University Press) and the Oxford Companion
Guide to Jazz. Stephanie is recipient of the 2020 Schomburg Scholar-inResidence Fellowship from the New York Public Library. She lives in New
York City.

RHYTHM MAN: CHICK WEBB, THE SAVOY KING AND THE
BEAT THAT CHANGED AMERICA
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign translation
Oxford University Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 2/1/2023 (publication)
The first comprehensive biography of William Henry “Chick” Webb
(1905-1939), one of the top drummers and bandleaders of the Swing Era.
Webb's dramatic rise to fame from his drummer's throne at the Savoy
Ballroom in Harlem was entwined with Ella Fitzgerald's, whom he hired
as an awkward teenager in 1935. Three years later, Chick, Ella and Webb’s
band topped radio charts and packed dance halls full of Lindy-hoppers
across the country. But at the peak of his hard-won success Webb’s life
was cut short, at age 34, after a lifelong and painful struggle with spinal
tuberculosis which left him four feet tall with a hump on his back.
The book documents Webb’s unpredictable journey to becoming the
innovative father of modern jazz drumming and a risk-taking bandleader.
Raised in a segregated, poor neighborhood of Baltimore, Webb moved to
Harlem in the mid-1920s, along with a stream of hungry, ambitious young
musicians. Duke Ellington set Webb up with his first gig as bandleader,
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and Webb rode to prominence during the Great Depression, when Swing
fever kept his and other top big bands employed. An extrovert and tiny
dynamo, Webb was undaunted by the cutthroat realities of dance bands,
racism and show business, and enabled his band to blow their way to the
top.
This book is not just Webb’s story, but that of New York’s many musicians,
dancers, white show biz gatekeepers, and the Savoy Ballroom itself—the
“World’s Most Famous Ballroom.” It explores the cultural, racial and
economic forces that continually shape American popular music and
culture.

Jennifer Croft
Subject of a February 2022 New York Times profile “Shining a Spotlight on the
Art of Translation: Jennifer Croft, who translates the Nobel Prize-winning
Polish novelist Olga Tokarczuk, is leading a push for her peers and their work
to receive more recognition. Jennifer Croft was awarded the Man Booker
International Prize in 2018 and a National Book Award Finalist for her
translation from Polish of Olga Tokarczuk’s FLIGHTS. Her translation of
Tokarczuk’s New York Times best seller, THE BOOKS OF JACOB, was called
“ebullient” in a review by The New York Times. She is the recipient of
Fulbright, PEN, MacDowell, and National Endowment for the Arts grants and
fellowships, as well as the inaugural Michael Henry Heim Prize for Translation
and a Tin House Workshop Scholarship for her memoir HOMESICK. She holds
a PhD from Northwestern University and an MFA from the University of Iowa.
She is a founding editor of The Buenos Aires Review and has published her
own work and numerous translations in The New York Times, The Los Angeles
Review of Books, Granta, VICE, n+1, Electric Literature, Lit Hub, BOMB,
Guernica, The New Republic, The Guardian, The Chicago Tribune, and
elsewhere. She currently divides her time between Buenos Aires and Los
Angeles.
ng

HOMESICK
Literary Fiction, Memoir/Autobiography
Available rights: Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign
translation
Unnamed Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 9/10/2019 (publication)
Blackstone Publishing (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
Charco Press (UK PUBLISHER)
Pungwoldang (KOREAN PUBLISHER)
Editorial Entropía (ARGENTINE PUBLISHER)
Wydawnictwo Literackie (POLISH PUBLISHER)
Winner of the 2020 William Saroyan International Prize for Writing
"Every page of this stunning and surprising book turns words around and
around, deepening their mystery and making the reader understand that, like a
photograph that (somewhat falsely) freezes a moment in time, learning to
speak means discovering that words carry both truth and lies.”—The New
York Times
"Best of all, she reminds us that each word, like each life, is ever being written,
and that the generative space she opens is available to all. Change is life, and
Homesick is an exercise in conscious, delicate, joyful change.”—Los Angeles
Review of Books
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"In Homesick Croft teaches us to read another way: the story is told between
long, potent subtitles and short vignettes, between the focus of Croft’s photos
and what might be out of the frame. It’s a slower sort of storytelling, a family
wound up together, heading not toward victory but acceptance. And in
creating that intricate web, one built of ambitious form, unflinching
recollection, and her own style of multifaceted lyricism, Croft has arrived at a
triumph of another kind."—The Paris Review
"Croft's photos, mixed in with her text, create continuity between memoirist
and protagonist, despite their differing names. Her musings on language and
occasional inclusion of Cyrillic script serve the same purpose. They make
Homesick into a translator's Bildungsroman, one in which art is first a beacon,
then a home."—NPR
"Haunting and visually poetic, Croft's book explores the interplay between
words and images and the complexity of sisterly bonds with intelligence,
grace, and sensitivity. Poignant, creative, and unique."—Kirkus
"A heartbreaking, vanguard, and mixed-media coming-of-age memoir."—
Booklist
"Homesick is a revelatory look at tragedy, family, mental illness, and how we
make meaning together. It's also the best answer to 'why did you become a
translator?' that I've ever read.”—Pacific Standard
"In this marvel of a book that magically expresses the untranslatable, Croft
follows Amy’s tortured path as she asks how far, and in what way, we are
responsible for how loved ones’ lives play out."—Foreword Magazine
"This inventive, stellar memoir examines the tensions between siblings and
their separate fates in the most unsettling, unexpected ways."—Idra Novey,
author of Those Who Knew
“Jennifer Croft’s Homesick is a marvel: audacious and lyrical in its telling,
deeply moving in its wisdom. It is a memoir not only on love and its
mysterious permutations, but on the vitality of language and art, which enable
us to translate who we are, where we’ve been, and why we are forever
homesick for that which we cannot have." – Vu Tran, author of
Dragonfish
"What a rare and thrilling thing it is to experience a cellular alteration
occasioned by a work of art. Make no mistake about it: Homesick is an
incantatory and masterful work of art." ―Marisa Silver, author of Mary
Coin and Little Nothing
"Jennifer Croft writes each full-colour scene of her powerful book with feeling,
urgency and exactitude." —Kate Briggs, author of This Little Art
"Homesick, a poignant and moving meditation on family, friendship, place
and the desire of the self to honor and transcend these and other ties, is a
cause for celebration." —Thomas Chatterton Williams, author of
Losing My Cool
The coming of age story of an award-winning translator, Homesick is about
learning to love language in its many forms, healing through words and the
promises and perils of empathy and sisterhood.
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Sisters Amy and Zoe grow up in Oklahoma where they are homeschooled
for an unexpected reason: Zoe suffers from debilitating and mysterious
seizures, spending her childhood in hospitals as she undergoes surgeries.
Meanwhile, Amy flourishes intellectually, showing an innate ability to
glean a world beyond the troubles in her home life, exploring that world
through languages first. Amy’s first love appears in the form of her
Russian tutor Sasha, but when she enters university at the age of 15 her life
changes drastically and with tragic results.

Jessie Daniels
Jessie Daniels is the author of White Lies and a Professor of Sociology, Critical
Social Psychology, and Africana Studies at Hunter College
and CUNY’s Graduate Center. She also serves as Faculty Affiliate
at Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center. Her writing on race has
appeared in The New York Times, NPR, and Forbes. She lives in New York
City.

NICE WHITE LADIES: THE TRUTH ABOUT WHITE
SUPREMACY, OUR ROLE IN IT, AND HOW WE CAN HELP
DISMANTLE IT
Nonfiction, Culture/Social Issues, Current Affairs
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Seal Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 10/12/2021 (publication)
“Immensely readable...The author uses a wide array of examples of ‘nice
white ladies’ both on the right and the left… [she] also discusses the tragic
suicide of her mother, who, despite relative privilege, was ‘taught to be
nice above all else’—like many White women. Daniels, who has clearly
done the work of examining herself first, concludes by offering
constructive ways White women can undo the damage of their privileged
status”—Kirkus, starred review
“Buttressed by Daniels’s personal reflections and lucid readings of
American history and culture, this is a bracing yet actionable call for
change.”—Publisher’s Weekly
“This nation has never, ever read anything like Nice White Ladies. Daniels
writes what is rarely spoken with supreme skill and substantiates her
claims as though her life depended on it. I'd love to live in a world where
every white woman on earth reads this book—it could change everything.”
—Kiese Laymon, author of Heavy: an American Memoir
“Daniels invites readers to sit with difficult truths—to look across the table
or into the next cubicle and see the impact of generations of choices. As
uncomfortable as it is necessary.”—Mikki Kendall, New York Timesbestselling author of Hood Feminism
An acclaimed expert illuminates the distinctive role that white women
play in perpetuating racism, and how they can work to fight it.
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In a nation deeply divided by race, the “Karens” of the world are easy to
villainize. But in Nice White Ladies, Jessie Daniels addresses the
unintended complicity of even well-meaning white women. She reveals
how their everyday choices harm communities of color: White mothers,
still expected to be the primary parents, too often uncritically choose to
send their kids to the “best” schools, collectively leading to a return to
segregation. She addresses a feminism that pushes women of color aside,
and a wellness industry that insulates white women in a bubble of their
own privilege.
Daniels then charts a better path forward. She looks to the white women
who fight neo-Nazis online and in the streets, and who challenge all-white
spaces from workplaces to schools to neighborhoods. In the end she
shows how her fellow white women can work toward true equality for all.

Jerry Dennis
Jerry Dennis grew up in rural northern Michigan and has earned his living
since 1986 writing about the places where nature and human culture meet.
His essays and short fiction have appeared in more than 100 publications,
including The New York Times, Smithsonian, Audubon, Orion, American
Way, Gray’s Sporting Journal, and Michigan Quarterly Review. His books,
many of them illustrated by artist Glenn Wolff, are widely acclaimed, have
won numerous awards, and have been translated into Chinese, Japanese,
German, Portuguese, Czech, and Korean.
In 1999 the Michigan Library Association named Jerry the Michigan Author
of the Year, and in 2003 the University of Louisville’s School of Arts and
Sciences recognized his achievements in literature with its Outstanding
Alumnus of the Year Award. He is a frequent guest speaker at universities and
elsewhere and serves on the faculty of the University of Michigan’s Bear River
Writers Conference, where he teaches creative non-fiction. He and his wife,
Gail, live near the shore of Lake Michigan not far from Traverse City,
Michigan. Visit him at www.jerrydennis.net.
UP NORTH IN MICHIGAN
Nonfiction, Anthology
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, UK, Foreign translation
University of Michigan Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 9/14/2021
(publication)
Northern Michigan is a place, like all places, in change. Over the past half
century, its landscape has been bulldozed, subdivided, and built upon.
Climate change warms the water of the Great Lakes at an alarming rate—
Lake Superior is now the fastest-warming large body of freshwater on the
planet—creating increasingly frequent and severe storm events, altering
aquatic and shoreline ecosystems, and contributing to further invasions by
non-native plants and animals.
And yet the essence of this region, known to many as simply “Up North,”
has proved remarkably perennial. Millions of acres of state and national
forests and other public lands remain intact. Small towns peppered across
the rural countryside have changed little over the decades, pushing back
the machinery of progress with the help of dedicated land conservancies,
conservation organizations, and other advocacy groups.
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Up North in Michigan, the new collection from celebrated nature writer
Jerry Dennis, captures its author’s lifelong journey to better know this
place he calls home by exploring it in every season, in every kind of
weather, on foot, on bicycle, in canoes and cars. The essays in this book
are more than an homage to a particular region, its people, and its natural
wonders. They are a reflection on the Up North that can only be
experienced through your feet and fingertips, through your ears, mouth,
and nose—the Up North that makes its way into your bones as surely as
sand makes its way into wood grain.

Stacy Hackney
Stacy Hackney lives and works as a lawyer in Richmond with her husband
and four sons. Forever Glimmer Creek was inspired by her family’s visits to
a tiny town on the water in the Northern Neck of Virginia where the sunsets
seem more brilliant, the fish more plentiful, and magic entirely possible.

THE SISTERS OF LUNA ISLAND
Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/12/2022 (publication)
Recorded Books, Inc. (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
“Blooms with heart—steeped in splendiferous scents and in the poignant
complexities of magic and family.”—Ingrid Law, New York Times
Bestselling author and Newbery Honor medalist
“This is a captivating fantasy with a touch of mystery centered around family.
Readers will connect with Marigold’s thoughts and emotions as she deals with
her parents’ separation, sibling conflicts, and middle school drama…A
charming story of magic and sisterhood.”—Kirkus
The Sisters of Luna Island is a middle grade Practical Magic that will appeal
to fans of Anna Meriano's Love Sugar Magic series and Corey Ann Haydu's
Rules for Stealing Stars.
The youngest of three sisters, twelve-year-old Marigold Lafleur is the last of a
long line of aromages who blend scents into practical charms using aromagic.
A mist of lavender and spearmint sends a fussing baby to sleep, while juniper
and geranium protect a house from malice. Though the people of Luna Island
always whispered about the Lafleurs and their strange powers, the Islanders
have avoided them all together since Marigold's father's unexplained
accident. With a town that shuns them, a father who's moved away, and a
mostly absent mama, the Lafleur sisters rely on each other and vow to avoid
aromagic entirely. Marigold only wants to fit in and gain back the life she had
before the accident.
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Yet ignoring aromagic becomes impossible when a fierce animosity
develops between Marigold's sisters and an ominous rotting smell invades
Luna Island. Marigold discovers a terrible family secret—the Lafleurs are
cursed to lose their sisters. To break the curse and restore the bond
between her sisters, she must uncover who hexed her family in the first
place and destroy the dangerous object to which the curse is tied.
Marigold races against time as the curse worsens, and one of her sisters
grows dangerously ill while the other moves out. Now the sisters she's
always admired and depended upon need her help. She'll have to use and
accept her own unlikely talents to break the curse or risk losing her sisters
forever. Sometimes the most powerful magic of all is right under your nose.

FOREVER GLIMMER CREEK
Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/7/2020 (publication)
Recorded Books, Inc. (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
Hyoronsha (JAPANESE PUBLISHER)
Parents' Choice Award 2020 Gold Winner
"By turns gripping and suspenseful, especially when Henry goes missing,
and also emotionally insightful, the story weaves together small-town lore
(a 100-year-old skeleton, lost treasure) with a strong sense of community
in which love, kindness, and faith quietly emerge...Readers will be caught
up as the lens through which this likable protagonist sees her world
expands."--Kirkus
"Kids will relate to Rosie, who tries to do the right thing but
sometimes makes mistakes and has to figure out how to right them.
Hackney perfectly captures the challenges of navigating middle school
when your interests do not align with those of your friends and classmates,
as well as the confusion of friends growing apart. Part realistic fiction and
part mystery, this character-driven book is a good read for kids who
enjoyed Ingrid Law’s Savvy and Natalie Lloyd’s A Snicker of Magic."-School Library Journal
"With a charmingly quirky setting and a plucky heroine you can't help but
root for, Forever Glimmer Creek is every bit as magical as the Miracles the
town is famous for. Stacy Hackney explores faith, family, and community
with humor and heart in this lovely debut."--Cindy Baldwin, Where the
Watermelons Grow and Beginners Welcome
"The true miracle of Glimmer Creek is Rosie’s tenacity and the strength
she draws from her friends and family along the way." --Sean Easley,
The Hotel Between series and The Key of Lost Things
Gilmore Girls meets A Snicker of Magic in this sweet debut novel about
twelve-year-old Rosie Flynn, whose film-making skills may be the answer
to uncovering the miracles of her town and bringing her father home.
There’s no accounting for Miracles, at least that’s what the folks of
Glimmer Creek say. Every year, one lucky inhabitant survives danger, and
bits of magic cling to them for a lifetime. Rosie Flynn doesn’t know how
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FOREVER GLIMMER CREEK
to get a Miracle but knows for sure they’re real. It’s the same way she’s
certain she’ll always have her two best friends, Henry and Cam, that she’ll
be a famous film director someday, and that she and her Mama are the
perfect team of two. But when someone Rosie loves goes missing, she just
might discover that the true Miracle of Glimmer Creek is much different
than she’d always believed and that the relationships she holds dear are
the most fortunate gift of all.
Full of Southern charm and hard-won lessons, Forever Glimmer Creek is
about finding the goodness in one another and taking risks for all the
right reasons.

Annie Hartnett
Annie Hartnett's debut novel, RABBIT CAKE, was published by Tin House in
2017. Beloved by booksellers and authors ranging from Jeff VanderMeer to
Alice Hoffman and Samantha Irby, it was an Indies Introduce and Indie Next
Pick, a finalist for the New England Book Award, Crook’s Corner short list,
and long-listed for the Center for Fiction's First Novel Prize. Landing on many
Best of 2017 lists including Kirkus’s, it received starred reviews from
Publisher's Weekly, Kirkus, and Library Journal, and was People Magazine's
Book of the Week. It’s currently under option with Amazon Studios with Alix
Madigan, Susan Johnson, and McKenna Grace attached.
Annie has been awarded fellowships and residencies from the MacDowell
Colony, Sewanee Writers' Conference, and the Associates of the Boston Public
Library. She holds degrees from the MFA program at the University of
Alabama, Middlebury College's Bread Loaf School of English, and Hamilton
College. She lives in Providence RI with her husband, daughter, and their
border collie, Mr. Willie Nelson.
UNLIKELY ANIMALS
Literary Fiction
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, UK,
Foreign translation
Ballantine Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/12/2022 (publication)
Hodder & Stoughton (UK PUBLISHER)
Indie Next Pick || Good Housekeeping April Book Club || The
Millions Most Anticipated
“As in her debut, Rabbit Cake (2017), Hartnett masterfully balances a story
of deep loss with the perfect amount of hilarity and tenderness. Unlikely
Animals explores complex family dynamics and the growth that can occur
after tragedy, with just a little help.”—Booklist (starred review)
“An absurdist, laugh-out-loud family drama about intergenerational
healing… An anthem for the boomerang generation.”—Kirkus
“Hartnett’s whimsical storytelling casts a spell.”—Publisher’s Weekly
“In this, her second novel, Hartnett lands an astonishing leap as a
storyteller. She explores how we construct the miraculous after our promise
has left us, and challenges us to dream through disillusionment even as
suffering derails us.”—The Rumpus
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“This unapologetically genre-bending tribute to life, death and the
beautiful weirdness found in both has potential to spark exceptional book
club discussions.”—Shelf Awareness
“Unlikely Animals is a testament to the wild talent of Annie Hartnett. This
novel possesses such tenderness and empathy for a world that wears us
down and ruins us, a world that sometimes offers a glimmer of hope, and
Hartnett knows how to turn up the brilliance of that light and wield it to do
magical things.”—Kevin Wilson, New York Times bestselling
author of Nothing to See Here and The Family Fang
“A wondrous and wonderful story filled with unforgettable characters, both
living and dead. An instant classic that will make you question reality even
as you embrace a town with a unique relationship to nature and miracles.
Please, please read this marvelous book.”—Jeff VanderMeer, New York
Times bestselling author of Annihilation
It was a source of entertainment at Maple Street Cemetery. Both funny
and sad, the kind of story we like best.
Natural-born healer Emma Starling once had big plans for her life, but
she’s lost her way. A med school dropout, she’s come back to small-town
Everton, New Hampshire to care for her father, dying from a mysterious
brain disease. Clive Starling has been hallucinating small animals, as well
as visions of the ghost of a long-dead naturalist, Ernest Harold Baynes,
once known for letting wild animals live in his house. This ghost has been
giving Clive some ideas on how to spend his final days.
Emma arrives home knowing she must face her dad’s illness, her
mom’s judgement, and her younger brother’s recent stint in rehab, but
she’s unprepared to find that her former best friend from high school is
missing, with no one bothering to look for her. The police say they don’t
spend much time looking for drug addicts. Emma’s dad is the only one
convinced the young woman might still be alive, and Emma is hopeful he
could be right. Someone should look for her, at least. Emma isn't really
trying to be a hero—but somehow she and her father set in motion just the
kind of miracle the town needs.
Set against the backdrop of a small town in the throes of a very real opioid
crisis, Unlikely Animals is a tragicomic novel about familial expectations,
imperfect friendships, and the possibility of resurrecting that which had
been thought irrevocably lost.
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Sophie Jordan
Sophie Jordan grew up in the Texas hill country where she wove fantasies of
dragons, warriors, and princesses. A former high school English teacher, she's
also the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Avon historical
romances. She now lives in Houston with her family. Sophie also writes
paranormal romances under the name Sharie Kohler.

SIXTEEN SCANDALS
Fiction, Young Adult
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt - Boston (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 5/21/2021
(publication)
In this irreverent regency romp by New York Times best-selling author
Sophie Jordan, newly minted sixteen-year-old Primrose Ainsworth finds
herself on a wayward birthday adventure through London with a mysterious
hero—perfect for fans of My Lady Jane.
The youngest of four daughters, Primrose Ainsworth is used to getting lost
in the shuffle. But when her parents decide to delay her debut into English
society, Prim hatches a plan to go rogue on the night of her sixteenth
birthday.
Donning a mask, Prim escapes to the infamous Vauxhall Gardens for one
wild night. When her cover is nearly blown, a mysterious stranger
intercedes, and Prim finds an unexpected partner in mischief . . . and
romance. But when it’s revealed her new ally isn’t who he says he is, her
one night of fun may last past dawn.
In this frothy regency romp perfect for fans of Austen-esque flirtation and
Shakespearean hijinks, sometimes a little scandal can be a good thing.
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Maria Laurino
Maria Laurino is an essayist and journalist and the author of three books
with a focus on Italian-American identity, culture, and history. Laurino's
work has appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, the Village
Voice, Salon, and numerous anthologies. In 2018 she received one of Italy's
highest honors, the "Cavalierato" in recognition of her work from Italian
President Sergio Mattarella. She teaches creative writing at New York
University and lives in New York City.

THE PRICE OF CHILDREN: THE VATICAN'S SECRET PLAN TO
SEND ITALY'S ILLEGITIMAGE BABIES TO AMERICA
Nonfiction, Culture/Social Issues, History, Narrative Nonfiction
Available rights: Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication,
Foreign translation
(co-agent on this title for France, Germany, Spain, Portugal is Vicki Satlow)
Longanesi & C Editori (ITALIAN PUBLISHER), early 2023 (publication)
A narrative blend of reporting, history, and cultural analysis, The Price of
Children unveils the shocking story of Italy’s extensive forced adoption
program that occurred in the 1950’s and 1960’s and was directed from the
highest levels of the Vatican. Laurino examines the program’s far-reaching
consequences on the lives of Italian birth mothers, their children, as well as
adoptive parents.
Thousands of babies were taken from unwed Italian mothers – frequently
under false pretenses – and flown to the US for adoption by American
Catholic couples. Only recently are these (now middle-aged) children
discovering their roots, and in some cases connecting with biological
mothers who didn’t even know they existed after having been told their
babies were stillborn. Laurino’s investigation started with a revelation from
her own family, the discovery that her cousin had been one of the babies
adopted from Italy through this program. She has interviewed birth mothers
and adoptive mothers, the Italian children (whom the Church marketed as
“orphans”), and the only person alive today who helped run the program.
Based on years of research, The Price of Children considers the intersection
of Catholicism, women, sex and sin; it reveals stories of love and loss, of
devastating cruelty and corruption, and shameful decisions made by the
powerful over the powerless. More broadly, it speaks to the legacy of
patriarchy and ancient Christian beliefs about female purity, and their
stranglehold on women’s place in the world today. This political and
historical expose has a powerful human angle, which echoes today.
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John C. McManus
John C. McManus is an award-winning professor, military historian, and
author of eleven books. He earned a PhD in American and Military History
from the University of Tennessee, where he served as Assistant Director of the
Center for the Study of War and Society and was a Normandy Scholar. As a
leading authority on the Normandy invasion, he holds a Cantigny First
Division Museum Fellowship. He is currently Curator’s Professor of U.S.
Military History at Missouri University of Science and Technology, where he
teaches a variety of courses, including one on World War II and another on
the Modern American Combat Experience. He also serves as the official
historian for the United States Army’s Seventh Infantry Regiment. A veteran
of many battlefield tours, he has traveled thousands of miles to give lectures
on military history, and research the realities of combat for American soldiers.
ISLAND INFERNOS: U.S. ARMY'S PACIFIC WAR ODYSSEY, 1944
Nonfiction, History, Military
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, UK, Foreign translation
Berkley (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 11/9/2021 (publication)
“A feat of prodigious scholarship.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Wonderful.”—St. Louis Post-Dispatch
“Outstanding.”—Publishers Weekly
“Rich and absorbing.”—Richard Overy, author of Blood and Ruins
“A considerable achievement, and one that, importantly, adds much to our
understanding of the Pacific War.”—James Holland, author of
Normandy ’44
In Fire and Fortitude—winner of the Gilder Lehrman Prize for Military
History—John C. McManus presented a riveting account of the US Army’s
fledgling fight in the Pacific following Pearl Harbor. Now, in Island Infernos,
he explores the Army’s dogged pursuit of Japanese forces, island by island,
throughout 1944, a year that would bring America ever closer to victory or
defeat.
After some two years at war, the Army in the Pacific held ground across nearly
a third of the globe, from Alaska’s Aleutians to Burma and New Guinea. The
challenges ahead were enormous: supplying a vast number of troops over
thousands of miles of ocean; surviving in jungles ripe with dysentery, malaria,
and other tropical diseases; fighting an enemy prone to ever-more desperate
and dangerous assaults. Yet the Army had proven they could fight. Now, they
had to prove they could win a war.
Brilliantly researched and written, Island Infernos moves seamlessly from the
highest generals to the lowest foot soldiers and in between, capturing the true
essence of this horrible conflict. A sprawling yet page-turning narrative, the
story spans the battles for Saipan and Guam, the appalling carnage of Peleliu,
General MacArthur’s dramatic return to the Philippines, and the grinding
jungle combat to capture the island of Leyte. This masterful history is the
second volume of John C. McManus’s trilogy on the US Army in the Pacific
War, proving McManus to be one of our finest historians of World War II.
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GENERAL MATTHEW RIDGWAY AND THE AMERICAN CENTURY
Nonfiction, History, Military
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, UK, Foreign translation
Dutton (US BOOK PUBLISHER), fall 2026 (publication)
The biography of one of the most important American generals of the
twentieth century. General George Marshall said “Ridgway is the finest soldier
I have known.” He participated in or impacted momentous events spanning
nearly sixty years, from his West Point graduation in 1917 to the Mexican
border, Panama, Nicaragua, the Philippines, China, Sicily, Germany and
Korea, where he took command of the retreating, demoralized UN forces and
reversed the tide of the war. Later he took command of the NATO armies in
Europe, and after his retirement in 1955 Ridgway continued to influence
American military policy for almost two decades. He accomplished all of this
amid a personal life marked by turmoil and tragedy. Oddly, considering his
long life and importance, Ridgway has never been the subject of an in depth,
objective biography based on careful research…until now.
TO THE END OF THE EARTH
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, UK, Foreign translation
Berkley (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/1/2023 (publication)
The second volume of the biography of Matthew Ridgeway.
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George T. Murdoch
A 6'8", 350-pound behemoth, Tyrus is an affable, hardworking entertainer
with a sly sense of humor. Following his initial calling to football, he became a
bouncer at numerous establishments in Los Angeles where he caught the
attention of Snoop Dogg and became his bodyguard. That drew the attention
of the WWE where he went on to enjoy success as “Brodus Clay,” and later,
“The Funkasaurus,” which led to his starring in Mattel commercials and
appearing in WWE videogames. Along with working as an actor in film and
television, he is a frequent featured guest on Fox News and The Greg Gutfeld
Show.

JUST TYRUS
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Post Hill Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/26/2022 (publication)
"I loved Just Tyrus. I read it in one day and cheered for him when I got to
the end. Tyrus has written a book that is at once raw, tender, intelligent,
candid, and hilarious. Tyrus took a very rough start to his life and used
perseverance, confident humility, and accountability to land firmly on his
feet. What a triumph!" --Dana Perino, former White House Press
Secretary to George W. Bush and Fox News anchor and host
Pro wrestler and political commentator Tyrus goes deep into his wild but
triumphant life story, from his painfully dysfunctional upbringing to
bodyguarding for Snoop Dogg, to becoming a wrestling icon and one of the
most provocative on-air voices today. The product of a 1970s mixed
marriage, George Murdoch learned to fight early in life, fending off both
race-baiting bullies and the demons of a dysfunctional home. Couch
surfing all through high school and most of college, the quick-witted,
sharp-tongued giant played football, ran drugs, and bounced at clubs to try
to survive. After a false start with the WWE, he eventually became Snoop
Dogg’s bodyguard and traveled the world with the hip hop legend, biding
his time and honing his rap. When the WWE urged him to return, George
became “Brodus Clay” and, for the next several years, reinvented himself
numerous times under the watchful mentorship of the legendary Dusty
Rhodes, “the American Dream.” He was eventually christened “Tyrus,” and
shortly after, a chance social media encounter with Greg Gutfeld at Fox
News resulted in Tyrus finding a new skill: sage social commentator.
Ferociously funny, blunt, and tenacious, Just Tyrus traces his unlikely and
spectacular rise. As always with Tyrus, it’s in-your-face and offers no
apologies.
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Kaela Noel
Kaela Noel was born in San Francisco, grew up in rural New Jersey, and spent
most of her teen years in Jersey City and Manhattan, while she was being
“homeschooled” (or “unschooled”), which meant many hours at the New York
Public Library and at an artist community space in Queens. Passing the GED
at 16, she graduated with a BA in Literature from NYU’s Gallatin School.
While there, she studied creative writing with Zadie Smith and Ed Park, cotaught art workshops for children at Guggenheim Museum, and interned at
FSG. After several years assisting in the literary agency world and then
working at Rhizome at the New Museum as a program and editorial manager,
she now freelance edits and proofreads for artists and curators. She lives in
Brooklyn with her husband, artist Travess Smalley, and their daughter Alice;
Coo is her debut novel.

COO
Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
HarperCollins Children's Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/3/2020
(publication)
Porteghal Publishing House (PERSIAN PUBLISHER)
Indie Next Pick
"The story conveys powerful messages about love and friendship,
compassion and belonging. Sweetest of all is endearing Coo’s steadfast
affection and loyalty for those she loves—pigeons and humans alike. With
this troop of quirky pigeons whose rooftop world is both strange and
familiar, Noel has written a debut replete with hope, humor, and heart."-Publisher's Weekly
"Noel’s debut takes a unique approach to adjusting to a new culture
and language (Coo initially only speaks in Yoda-like pigeon), without
ignoring practical concerns, like Child Protective Services, adult
responsibility, and anxiety. Coo is endearingly strange, and her perception
of the human world fresh and humorous."--Booklist
"Noel builds an immersive pigeon culture that includes prioritizing the
flock over any individual bird and opinions about humans (“Not smart like
birds, humans. Very sad, it is”). Coo’s final desperate move to help her
flock offers a movie-worthy climax to this excellent raised-in-the-wild
(well, the wilds of urban rooftops) story that will appeal to a wide range of
readers."--Bulletin (starred review)
“Kaela Noel stretches the definition of family in her whimsical, wonderful
debut, Coo… Readers will lose themselves in this high-flying story of
friendship and home.” --BookPage (starred review)
"COO made my spirit soar. An unforgettable story of friendship, love, and
finding your flock,"--Erin Entrada Kelly, Newbery Medal-winning
author of HELLO, UNIVERSE
An Indie Next Pick and sold in a six figure, two-book, house preempt
involving three Editorial Directors/Publishers from HarperCollins
Children's, Coo is a delightfully unique novel about a ten-year-old raised
by a flock of pigeons in Queens.
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Ten years ago, an impossible thing happened: a flock of pigeons picked up
a human squab who had been abandoned in an empty lot in Queens and
carried her, bundled in blankets, to their roof. Coo has grown up with that
story; she has lived her whole life on a rooftop with the pigeons who saved
her. But what Coo doesn’t know is what her life was like before. Or why she
can’t fly. She does know she’s the only one in the flock who can pick glass
out of pigeon toes and scare away vicious hawks.
But when a hungry hawk nearly kills Burr, the pigeon she loves most, Coo
is forced to brave a perilous trip to the ground for the first time ever to
contact Tully, a retired postal worker who feeds Coo’s flock and has a
knack for healing wounded birds. Tully not only saves Burr’s broken wing,
but she coaxes Coo out from her isolated life with the birds. Living with
Tully, Coo experiences warmth, safety, and human friendships for the first
time, including with Tully’s shy neighbor Aggie. But just as Coo is
beginning to blossom, she learns the human world is infinitely more
complex—and cruel—than she imagined, and everything she has gained is
soon threatened, including the very existence of the New York City’s
pigeons. Will Coo be able to save the birds and keep the family she’s finally
found?
With a dash of New York magical realism in the tradition of When You
Reach Me and the exploration of community through animals like in Wild
Robot, Coo is a story about what it means to be “civilized,” the power of
creativity and resilience, and how to be brave for all the members of your
flock, big and small.

Joseph Osmundson
Joseph Osmundson is a scientist and writer based in New York City. He has a
PhD from The Rockefeller University in Molecular Biophysics. His research
has been supported by the American Cancer Society, published in leading
biological journals including Cell and PNAS, and he's currently a Clinical
Assistant Professor of Biology at NYU. His writing has appeared in The
Village Voice, The Los Angeles Review of Books, Gawker, The Kenyon
Review, The Rumpus, The Lambda Literary Review, and The Feminist
Wire, among others.

VIROLOGY: ESSAYS FOR THE LIVING, THE DEAD, AND THE
SMALL THINGS IN BETWEEN
Nonfiction, Collection of Essays
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, UK,
Foreign translation
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 6/7/2022
(publication)
"I have absolutely no idea how Osmundson made a book this timely, this
timeless, this packed with contents and styles we aren't supposed to
experience in one text. Virology is devastating in its soulful brilliance. Rigor
just became cool as fuck and pleasurable again." –Kiese Laymon, author
of Heavy: An American Memoir
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"Joseph Osmundson's Virology made me gay for viruses. Seriously.
Virology is a tour de force that uses queer theory to teach us about the
science of viruses. Along the way, we are forced to reckon with the reality
that far from being villainous little creatures, viruses are actually
fascinating almost-life forms. Virology brilliantly revises the frameworks
we use to talk about life in a world filled with viruses and reminds us that
our relationship with science and scientific phenomena is always social." –
Chanda Prescod-Weinstein, author of Disordered Cosmos
"Joseph Osmundson’s Virology is an incisive look at our relationship to
earth’s most plentiful life form — how we live with viruses and how viruses
live in and through us. But more than this, it is a compelling examination of
the tension between avoidance and exposure, safety and risk, preservation
of the self and openness to evolution and change. This book is a potent
medicine for our times."–Lacy M. Johnson, author of The
Reckonings
A leading microbiologist tackles the scientific and sociopolitical impact of
viruses in twelve striking essays.
Invisible in the food we eat, the people we kiss, and inside our own bodies,
viruses flourish―with the power to shape not only our health, but our
social, political, and economic systems. Drawing on his expertise in
microbiology, Joseph Osmundson brings readers under the microscope to
understand the structure and mechanics of viruses and to examine how
viruses like HIV and COVID-19 have redefined daily life.
Osmundson’s buoyant prose builds on the work of the activists and
thinkers at the forefront of the HIV/AIDS crisis and critical scholars like
José Esteban Munoz to navigate the intricacies of risk reduction, draw
parallels between queer theory and hard science, and define what it really
means to “go viral.” This dazzling multidisciplinary collection offers novel
insights on illness, sex, and collective responsibility. Virology is a critical
warning, a necessary reflection, and a call for a better future.
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Marlon Peterson
Marlon Peterson is the principal of The Precedential Group, a social justice
consulting firm. He is host of the Decarcerated Podcast, a Senior Atlantic
Fellow for Racial Equity, a member of the Aspen Global Leadership Network,
and a 2015 recipient of the Soros Justice Fellowship. Ebony Magazine has
named him one of America's 100 most influential and inspiring leaders in the
Black community. His TED Talk, "Am I not human? a call for criminal justice
reform," has over 1.2 million views. He contributed to Kiese Laymon's How to
Slowly Kill Yourself and Others in America and Akiba Solomon and Kenrya
Rankin's How We Fight White Supremacy. His writing has appeared
in Ebony, The Nation, USA Today, Colorlines, and more. A graduate of New
York University, he lives in Brooklyn and plays the steelpan during the
summer.

BIRD UNCAGED: AN ABOLITIONIST'S FREEDOM SONG
Memoir/Autobiography
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Bold Type Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/13/2021 (publication)
"Bird Uncaged is a freedom dream and important reading for anyone
thinking deeply about our carceral systems." —Ibram X. Kendi,
National Book Award-winning author of Stamped from the
Beginning
"This is a stunning memoir that pulls off everything it attempts and
somehow it made me want to ask more of myself as a writer, human, and
abolitionist." —Kiese Laymon, Award-winning author of Heavy
From a leading advocate for prison abolition and transformative justice, a
moving memoir about coming of age in Brooklyn and surviving
incarceration — and an urgent call to end all the cages that constrain us.
Marlon David Peterson grew up in 1980s and 90s Crown Heights, raised by
Trinidadian immigrants. Amid the routine violence and crack epidemic that
would come to shape the perception of his neighborhood, Peterson spent
his childhood preaching the good word alongside his father, a devout
Jehovah's Witness. The specter of the American Dream loomed large, and
with his achievement of 6th grade valedictorian, it seemed within reach. But
in the aftermath of physical and sexual trauma, Peterson made a series of
choices that led to his first arrest, getting shot, and his participation in a
robbery that resulted in two murders. At 19, Peterson was charged and later
convicted; he served ten years in prison. During his incarceration, Peterson
immersed himself in anti-violence activism, education, and prison abolition.
He continues this work today.
In Bird Uncaged, Peterson recounts his coming of age story, challenging the
typical "redemption" narrative and our assumptions about who deserves
justice. With vulnerability and insight, he exposes the hollowness of the
American Dream; the daily violence and trauma of poverty, policing, and
enforced masculinity; and the brutality of incarceration. And he reveals the
many cages — physical and metaphorical — created and maintained by
American society.
Bird Uncaged is a 21st century abolitionist memoir, and a powerful debut
that demands a shift from punishment to healing, an end to mass
incarceration, and a new vision of justice.
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David Sedaris
With sardonic wit and incisive social critiques, David Sedaris has become one
of America’s pre-eminent humor writers. The great skill with which he slices
through cultural euphemisms and political correctness proves that Sedaris is a
master of satire and one of the most observant writers addressing the human
condition today. David Sedaris is the author of Barrel Fever, Holidays on Ice,
Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk and Theft By Finding: Diaries 1977-2002 as well as
collections of personal essays, Naked, Me Talk Pretty One Day, Dress Your
Family in Corduroy and Denim, When You Are Engulfed in Flames, Let’s
Explore Diabetes with Owls and Calypso. His latest book is A Carnival of
Snackery. He lives in England, and is a contributor to the New Yorker, the
BBC and CBS Sunday Morning.

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
Nonfiction, Collection of Essays
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Little, Brown & Company (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 6/1/2022 (publication)
Little, Brown Book Group UK (UK PUBLISHER), 6/1/2022 (publication)
Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH (GERMAN PUBLISHER)
Podium (DUTCH PUBLISHER)
Back when wearing a mask or not was a decision made usually on
Halloween, David Sedaris spent his time learning to shoot guns with his
sister, shopping at flea markets in Serbia, collecting jokes, and buying
gummy worms to feed to ants. But when a new virus strikes around the
world, like many others, he is stuck in lockdown, unable to tour and read
for audiences, the work he loves the most. He walks through a deserted city
and contemplates how others may be getting by during quarantine. As the
world changes, he too finds himself changed. When his offer to fix a
stranger's teeth is rejected, he straightens his own and goes into the world
with new confidence. After the death of his father, he considers what it
means to no longer be someone's son and how to receive sympathy from
other people. As he goes back on the road, he discovers a battle scarred
America and writes about the easy judgments, misanthropy and desire for
connection we all experience every day. If you have to live during
interesting times, there's no one better to help you make sense of it than
David Sedaris.

A CARNIVAL OF SNACKERY
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Little, Brown & Company (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 10/1/2021 (publication)
Little, Brown Book Group UK (UK PUBLISHER), 10/1/2021 (publication)
Mondadori Libri S.p.A. (ITALIAN PUBLISHER)
Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH (GERMAN PUBLISHER)
There’s no right way to keep a diary, but if there’s an entertaining way, David
Sedaris seems to have mastered it.
If it’s navel-gazing you’re after, you’ve come to the wrong place; ditto treacly
self-examination. Rather, his observations turn outward: a fight between two
men on a bus, a fight between two men on the street, pedestrians being
whacked over the head or gathering to watch as a man considers leaping to
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his death. There’s a dirty joke shared at a book signing, then a dirtier one told
at a dinner party—lots of jokes here. Plenty of laughs.
These diaries remind you that you once really hated George W. Bush, and that
not too long ago, Donald Trump was just a harm-less laughingstock, at least
on French TV. Time marches on, and Sedaris, at his desk or on planes, in hotel
dining rooms and odd Japanese inns, records it. The entries here reflect an
ever-changing background—new administrations, new restrictions on speech
and conduct. What you can say at the start of the book, you can’t by the end.
At its best, A Carnival of Snackery is a sort of sampler: the bitter and the
sweet. Some entries are just what you wanted. Others you might want to spit
discreetly into a napkin.

THE BEST OF ME
Nonfiction, Anthology, Collection of Essays
Available rights: Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication,
Foreign translation
Little, Brown & Company (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Little, Brown Book Group UK (UK PUBLISHER), 10/2/2020 (publication)
Juyoungsa Publishers (KOREAN PUBLISHER)
Telos Books Shanghai Ltd. (CHINESE PUBLISHER)
This is a lavish edition of David Sedaris's best stories, spanning his spectacular
bestselling career of almost three decades. Handpicked by David Sedaris
himself, these forty-six stories that have become modern classics and are now
for the first time collected in one volume. The collection features a new
introduction by the author, and four never before collected stories from the
New Yorker. This is the perfect collection for the uninitiated and longtime
fans will enjoy rediscovering old favorites.

UNTITLED BOOK 11
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Little, Brown & Company (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Little, Brown Book Group UK (UK PUBLISHER), 6/1/2024 (publication)

UNTITLED BOOK 12
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, UK, Foreign translation
Little, Brown & Company (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
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Rachel Louise Snyder
Rachel Louise Snyder’s journalism has appeared in the New Yorker, the New
York Times, New Republic, Washington Post, The Atlantic, Slate, and
elsewhere. She is the author of Fugitive Denim, the novel What We've Lost is
Nothing, and No Visible Bruises, a New York Times 10 Best Books of 2019,
winner of the Lukas Work-in-Progress Award, the Hillman Prize and the Helen
Bernstein Book Prize for Excellence in Journalism, and finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award and the Silver Gavel Award. Snyder is a 2020
Guggenheim Fellow, and recipient of an Overseas Press Award for her work on
This American Life. A Professor at American University, Snyder lives in
Washington, D.C. Follow her on Twitter at @RLSWrites

WOMEN WE BURIED, WOMEN WE BURNED
Nonfiction, Memoir/Autobiography
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign translation
Bloomsbury Publishing Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 3/15/2023
(publication)
Scribe UK (UK PUBLISHER)
Acclaimed author of No Visible Bruises, Rachel Louise Snyder's piercing
account of her journey from teenage runaway to reporter on the global
epidemic of violence against women.
Award winning journalist Rachel Louise Snyder fled her Chicago home at
sixteen and didn’t stop moving. Her evangelical father and stepmother were
finished housing children who rejected the cult-like isolation of their church
and discredited their faith.
While her step siblings went to live with their family members and her
brother moved into the YMCA, Snyder masqueraded as an adult. Expelled
from high school, she lived out of her car, relied on friends and strangers, and
cycled through jobs desperately. She learned to talk her way into things:
repping a local metal band, and then college, and finally, the improbable
opportunity to circumnavigate the globe. Since losing her mother at eight
years old, Snyder had been taught first to fear the secular realm and then to
fake an understanding of it. A twenty-six thousand mile trip around the world
by ship set Snyder on a new course; she ultimately moved to Cambodia and
watched that country grapple with the horrors of its own history, a population
of millions who survived the unimaginable.
Snyder has spent a decade investigating a misunderstood public epidemic—
domestic violence—and years reporting stories of abuse around the globe,
probing the collective nature of grief and survival. With astonishing clarity
and lyricism, Women We Buried, Women We Burned turns her curiosity and
compassion to her own painful roots, and so shows her a new future. Written
with a storyteller’s gift for immediacy, and a journalist’s eye to the past in
every present, this is an urgent and powerful memoir of family struggle,
human survival, and the passionate drive to bear witness.
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UNTITLED REGILLA PROJECT
Nonfiction, Culture/Social Issues, Current Affairs, Narrative Nonfiction
Available rights: Audio, Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage,
Merchandising, Syndication, Foreign translation
Bloomsbury Publishing Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Scribe UK (UK PUBLISHER)
A reported narrative examination of gender discrimination in the court
system, from the award-winning author of No Visible Bruises.

Sam Subity
Sam Subity is the Director of Content for EdTech startup Chegg.com where he
wears many hats including web content manager and business development
lead. He has an MBA from Santa Clara University and an English degree from
John Carroll University with a focus on medieval literature during which time
he spent many an hour perfecting his pronunciation of Old English. He now
lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with his wife and two kids who are always
his first and most critical beta readers. They also participate with varying
degrees of enthusiasm in his love for running, baseball, and epic road trips.

THE LAST SHADOW WARRIOR
Fiction, Middle Grade
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Scholastic Books (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 4/6/2021 (publication)
Percy Jackson meets Thor in a laugh-out-loud, action-packed adventure
inspired by Norse mythology.
Twelve-year-old Abby Beckett is proud to come from a long line of elite
Viking warriors known as the Aesir. She's spent her entire life training to
hunt the horrific creatures known as Grendels--the ancient foe of the
Aesir--just like her mother did before she died. But there's just one, small
problem: No one has seen a Grendel in centuries, and the Viking Council
wants to disband the Aesir…forever.
When her father is injured in an attack that leaves him in a coma, Abby is
forced to take refuge at Vale Hall, a mysterious school in Minnesota where
nothing is quite as it seems. She soon discovers the tables have turned and
a Grendel is hunting her, but when she tries to alert the Viking Council,
they accuse her of making up stories for attention…just like her mother
did.
Desperate to protect her father and clear her mother's name, Abby goes on
a dangerous quest to discover the truth--a journey that brings her face-toface with some unlikely foes, including a Ping-Pong-playing sea monster
with a wicked backhand, and a dark Valkyrie with a fondness for bingo.
Abby quickly realizes that someone at the school is trying to stop her
progress and destroy the Aesir for good. And only she can unravel the
sinister plot before it's too late.
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Judith Viorst
Judith Viorst was born and brought up in New Jersey, graduated from
Rutgers University, moved to Greenwich Village, and has lived in Washington,
D.C. since 1960, when she married Milton Viorst, a political writer. They have
three sons and seven grandchildren. A graduate of the Washington
Psychoanalytic Institute, Viorst writes in many different areas:
children's picture books--including the beloved Alexander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day, adult fiction and non-fiction poetry for
children and adults, and musicals.

NECESSARY LOSSES: THE LOVES, ILLUSIONS,
DEPENDENCIES, AND IMPOSSIBLE EXPECTATIONS THAT
ALL OF US HAVE TO GIVE UP IN ORDER TO GROW
Nonfiction, Psychology, Self-Help
Available rights: Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising, Syndication,
Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Tantor Media, Inc. (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
billybutton (KOREAN PUBLISHER)
Wydawnictwo Zwierciadlo (POLISH PUBLISHER)
Editora Melhoramentos LTDA (BRAZILIAN PUBLISHER)
Sperling & Kupfer Editori (ITALIAN PUBLISHER)
Beijing Excellent Co. Ltd (CHINESE PUBLISHER)
Editions Robert Laffont (FRENCH PUBLISHER)
Drawing on psychoanalysis, literature, and personal experience, New York
Times bestseller Necessary Losses is a timeless classic published over
thirty years ago which continues to inspire new readers and new editions
around the world. Offering a philosophy for understanding and accepting
life’s inevitabilities. Judith Viorst argues persuasively that through the loss
of our mothers’ protection, the loss of the impossible expectations we
bring to relationships, the loss of our younger selves, and the loss of our
loved ones through separation and death, we gain deeper perspective, true
maturity, and fuller wisdom about life. She has written a book that is both
life affirming and life changing.
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IMPERFECT CONTROL: OUR LIFELONG STRUGGLES WITH
POWER AND SURRENDER
Nonfiction, Psychology, Self-Help
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Wydawnictwo Zwierciadlo (POLISH PUBLISHER)
Beijing Excellent Co. Ltd (CHINESE PUBLISHER)
"Popular psychology at its best: a multifaceted study of an important,
lifelong personal and interpersonal issue, written crisply, enjoyably, and
informatively" –Kirkus
In her remarkable national bestseller, Necessary Losses, Judith Viorst
explored how we are shaped by the various losses we experience
throughout our lives. In her wise and perceptive follow-up Imperfect
Control, she shows us how our sense of self and all our important
relationships are colored by our struggles over control: over wanting it and
taking it, loving it and fearing it, and figuring out when the time has come
to surrender it. Writing with compassion, acute psychological insight, and
a touch of her trademark humor, Viorst invites us to contemplate the
limits and possibilities of our control. She shows us how our lives can be
shaped by our actions and our choices. She reminds us, too, that we
sometimes should choose to let go. And she encourages us to find our own
best balance between power and surrender.

Michael Walsh
Michael Walsh was for 16 years the classical music critic for Time Magazine
and has also worked for the San Francisco Examiner and the Rochester
Democrat & Chronicle. He is the author of eleven books, including five
works of non-fiction as well as the novels Exchange Alley, As Time Goes By
(the authorized sequel to the movie Casablanca), and And All the Saints, a
winner of the 2004 American Book Awards for fiction. His novel, Hostile
Intent, was published in September by Pinnacle Books and hit the New York
Times bestseller lists and shot to No. 1 on Kindle. The sequel, Early
Warning, was published in Sept., 2010. With Gail Parent, he is the co-writer
of the hit Disney Channel 2002 Original Movie, Cadet Kelly, at the time the
highest- rated show in the history of the network.
AGAINST THE GREAT RESET: 18 ESSAYS CONTRA THE NEW
WORLD ORDER
Anthology, Culture/Social Issues, Current Affairs, Essay
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Post Hill Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Edited by Michael Walsh, this is a collection of essays by eminent writers
and journalists from around the world, on the political, economic and social
re-structuring of the Western world advocated by the World Economic
Forum’s capitalizing on the panic from the COVID 19 virus. Without the
virus, none of the current agendas on “equity,” “redistribution,”
“reparations” would have gained much traction. As the writers of this
anthology explain, the Great Reset is a re-packaging of socialism in the
service of a ruthless and insatiable elite who uses new rhetoric and crises to
keep its citizens pacified, divided, alienated and grateful for their reduced
and circumscribed standard of living. The contributors include Victor Davis
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Hanson, Conrad Black, Harry Stein, Douglas Murray, John Tierney,
Michael Anton, David Goldman, and the late Angelo Codevilla.

A RAGE TO LIVE, A TIME TO DIE: HOW LAST STANDS CHANGE
HISTORY
Nonfiction, Culture/Social Issues, History, Military, Narrative Nonfiction
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
St. Martin's Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
The follow up book to Michael Walsh's LAST STANDS: WHY MEN FIGHT
WHEN ALL IS LOST, chronicles the actions of heroic men who fought to the
last in the battles of Gaugamela, Actium, Manzikert, Leyte Gulf, Saipan and
others.

LAST STANDS: WHY MEN FIGHT WHEN ALL IS LOST
Nonfiction, History, Military
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, Film, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
St. Martin's Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 12/1/2020 (publication)
Blackstone Publishing (AUDIO PUBLISHER)
Award-winning author Michael Walsh celebrates the masculine attributes
of heroism that forged American civilization and Western culture by
exploring historical battles in which soldiers chose death over dishonor
in Last Stands: Why Men Fight When All Is Lost.
In our contemporary era, men are increasingly denied their heritage as
warriors. A survival instinct that’s part of the human condition, the drive
to wage war is natural. Without war, the United States would not exist. The
technology that has eased manual labor, extended lifespans, and become
an integral part of our lives and culture has often evolved from wartime
scientific advancements. War is necessary to defend the social and political
principles that define the virtues and freedoms of America and other
Western nations. We should not be ashamed of the heroes who sacrificed
their lives to build a better world. We should be honoring them.
The son of a Korean War veteran of the Inchon landing and the battle of
the Chosin Reservoir with the U.S. Marine Corps, Michael Walsh knows all
about heroism, valor, and the call of duty that requires men to fight for
something greater than themselves to protect their families, fellow
countrymen, and most of all their fellow soldiers. In Last Stands, Walsh
reveals the causes and outcomes of more than a dozen battles in which a
small fighting force refused to surrender to a far larger force, often dying
to the last man.
From the Spartans’ defiance at Thermopylae and Roland’s epic defense of
Charlemagne’s rear guard at Ronceveaux Pass, through Santa Anna’s siege
of the Alamo defended by Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie to the skirmish at
Little Big Horn between Crazy Horse’s Sioux nation and George Armstrong
Custer’s Seventh Calvary, to the Soviets’ titanic struggle against the
German Wehrmacht at Stalingrad, and more, Walsh reminds us all of the
debt we owe to heroes willing to risk their lives against overwhelming
odds―and how these sacrifices and battles are not only a part of military
history but our common civilizational heritage.
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Charles Williams
Charles Williams (1909-1975) was one of the preeminent authors of American
crime fiction. Born in Texas, he dropped out of school in tenth grade to enlist
in the US MerchantMarine, serving ten years before leaving to work in the
electronics industry. At the end of World War II, Williams began writing
fiction in San Francisco, where the success of the “backwoods noir” Hill Girl
(1951) allowed him to quit his job and write full time for the rest of his
life. Williams’ clean and somewhat casual narrative style distinguishes his
novels, which range from hard boiled noir to suspense thrillers set in the sea
and the deep South. Although published by pulp houses, his work won great
critical acclaim, with Hell Hath No Fury (1953) becoming the first paperback
original to be reviewed by legendary New York Times critic Anthony Boucher.
To date, at least 15 of his novels were adapted to the screen, including Dead
Calm (1963) and Don’t Just Stand There! (1966), for which Williams wrote the
screenplay. He died in 1975.
THE SAILCLOTH SHROUD/ALL THE WAY
Fiction
Available rights: Foreign Audio, Radio, TV, Stage, Merchandising,
Syndication, Foreign translation
Stark House Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER), 7/31/21 (publication)
Saga Egmont (DANISH PUBLISHER)
Edicions 62, SA (CATALAN PUBLISHER)
Mysterious Press (US BOOK PUBLISHER)
Editions Minerve (FRENCH PUBLISHER)
THE SAILCLOTH SHROUD: Stuart Rogers leaves Panama with two
shipmates. One of them, Baxter, dies of a heart attack midway back to the
States, and is buried at sea. Once they dock, the other man, Keefer, is fished
out of the bay three days later after having been pistol-whipped to death. He
had been seen flashing a lot of money around the night before. But as far as
Rogers knew, Keefer was broke. Now the cops want to know where the
money came from. They don’t believe that Baxter really died at sea. Neither
do the goons who pick up Rogers one night to beat the truth out of him. But
if Baxter wasn’t who he seemed to be, one thing Rogers knows for sure is
that he’s definitely dead—but who the hell was he?
ALL THE WAY: Marian Forsyth made Harris Chapman the prosperous man
he is today. As his private secretary, she advised him on his acquisitions,
and turned him into a very wealthy man. She assumed she would become
his second wife. But Harris made a foolish mistake: he fell in love with a
younger, prettier woman. And now Harris must pay. And to that end,
Marian creates a brilliant and detailed plan to steal $175,000 from him. All
she needs is someone who sounds enough like Harris that he can become
Harris long enough to pull it off. That’s where Jerry Forbes comes in—
footloose, morally flexible, and completely obsessed with Marian. It’s the
perfect match…. for the perfect crime.
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